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Minutes
BoD of Directors Meeting
06 November 2019
Meeting Convened
Time: 1827.
Present: Dave Callaway, Dan Bjork, Tom Kroenke, Tom Little, Merle Schultz,
Thomas Chambers, Brian Denison, and Mike May.
Regular Agenda Items
Secretary’s Report. After action items were reviewed and appropriate items
closed, the BoD approved the October 2019 minutes.
Treasurer’s Report. The BoD approved the Treasurer’s monthly report. Income of
$8,794 was comprised of $500 from Oct 19 Basic Pistol Course (BPC)
registrations, $2,210 from brass reclamation, $5,000 from an anonymous
donation, $50 from Paypal donations, $892 from vault proceeds, $130 from
Hunters Education Course registrations, and $12 from NRA commissions. Total
gross proceeds for the year are $33,006.
Expenses of $13,927 were comprised of $22 in bank charges, $129 in Oct 19
BPC expenses, $125 in business expenses, $13 in computer and internet
expenses, $26 in insurance expenses, $1,521 in maintenance and supplies, $45
in offices supplies, $2 in Paypal fees, and $12,045 in Shooting Range
Development Grant (SRDG) expenses.
This resulted in a total net loss of $5,133 for the month, and a total net loss of
$10,434 for the year.
Total current assets are $2,476 with approximately $1,641 remaining in the
operating account.
Rangemaster’s Report. BoD approved the Rangemaster’s monthly report.
Documented visitors totaled 552 in October, a decrease of 52% from September
due to reduced fire ban hours. Counted weekend patrons averaged 55 per day
and 42 per weekday. RSOs volunteered a total of 49 hours of RSO shifts this
month comprised of 44 hours on weekends and 5 hours on on-duty weekdays.
Sometime between Sunday, 20 Oct 19, 1100 hours, and Tuesday, 22 Oct 19,
0900 hours, the supply shed lock was cut and 2 spotting scopes and 1 pair of
binoculars was stolen. The Sheriff was notified, and a criminal activity report was
filed. The loss is not covered by insurance. All members expressed their disgust
at the cowardly activity of one, or perhaps a few, individual(s) who perpetrated
this pathetic act.
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A few other items were noted:
•

One (1) set of earmuffs was broken and discarded.

•

Will need more backers cut soon and more ear plugs and staples.

•

800 rounds of .45 ACP ammunition was donated to the range.

•

Dave will donate two (2) game cameras that will be placed inside the new
storage shed and Conex.

Merle completed the compilation of individual RSO and non-RSO hours for each
SRA member. This brought up a discussion about how many hours each
individual worked, and how to motive/reward various contributors. This
discussion was tabled until later in the meeting when the subject of the holiday
dinner was to be discussed.
Related to the labor/hours discussion, Tom L noted that “in-kind cash and labor”
are used in order to achieve the necessary matching required by the CPW
grants, typically 25% of the project cost. However, Tom L said that we still have
to pay our invoices in cash; therefore, using “in-kind labor” really does not benefit
the SRA as it does not pay for anything, and actually just raises the costs of each
grant project by 15 % – 20 % and is not reimbursed by CPW. So, in the future,
these hours will be tracked as non-RSO hours.Dan asked Merle when we should
put out the more aggressive tape rather than just duct tape. It was noted,
however, that the more aggressive tape did not perform any better than duct tape
so after a brief discussion, the membership decided not to use the more
aggressive (and more expensive) tape.
Dave noted that the brass buckets should be placed under the benches and roof
on the pistol range. That way we can still collect brass but avoid having moisture
collect in them. After emptying the brass buckets and trash cans, they can be
placed open end down under the roof. Dave noted that placing them on the right
side of the range, when facing down range, will keep them farther from the wind
which typically is coming from the west.
BOD Agenda – Completed Action Items
•

Briefing to BoCC – 08 October 2019 – Dave stated that the BoCC
presentation went well and that the biggest talking point was sound mitigation.
The BoCC did not offer any donation to the SRA at the meeting. Dan asked if
we should send a follow-up email requesting a donation similar to those in the
past. This could be sent to the County Manager and Assistance County
Manager from Tom K, as the SRA Secretary, and Aaron Byrne, the County
Liaison for the SRA.

•

Brass Sorting – Tom L – Brass sorting was completed with temporary day
labor from Mountain Temps.
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•

Basic Pistol Class – 12 October 2019 – Tom L – Tom L said it was a really
great class. There were four (4) students and four (4) instructors: Thomas,
Merle, Dave and Tom L. The students were outstanding. Three (3) of the four
(4) qualified at Instructor Level and the fourth qualified at Level 3.
Several expressed interest in becoming pistol instructors. Tom L told them
that they would be notified when the Defensive Pistol or Pistol Instructor
Courses were available. Critiques were positive and specifically mentioned
the gun handling section. Tom L and Dave noted that Thomas and Merle did
a great job teaching in the classroom.

•

Workday for Backers – Merle – Merle noted that 30 backers were cut from the
remaining backer material although that only 28 remained as of today.
Tom K asked how long we expect the 28 backers to last to determine how
quickly we need to obtain new backer material from Everest and cut more
backers. Merle noted that we used approximately 70 over the summer, and
fewer backers are used during the winter due to reduced usage. Dave noted
that we should have enough through the end of the year.
Dan asked how long the frames we have will last. Merle said we have 29
frames. It was noted that the small frames appear to be broken at about the
same rate as the large frames did. Dan noted that he will collect the small
broken frames from the range after the new year and fix them.

BoD Agenda – Ongoing Action Items
•

Status of Shooting Range Development Grant (SRDG) – Tom L stated that
the SRA paid more than $12,000 in invoices, so he submitted a partial
reimbursement report for 75 %, $9,000, to Joseph Small, who handles the
contracts for the CPW, and Jim Guthrie. He is waiting to hear back from them;
hopefully, next week.
Tom L stated that Scott submitted the 2020 FNRA grant for $12,000, and it
was received by the FNRA. Grants will be reviewed 13 – 14 Dec 19 in
Denver.
The small range CPW for the culverts was submitted before 31 Oct 19.

•

Pistol Range Roof Status – Dan – The roof is on and it is waterproof. Dan
asked if we want to paint the underside of the roof before we put on the steel
fascia and insulate it. It was noted that the underside of the rifle roof is
painted white. After some discussion, it was decided to not paint the inside of
the roof. Dan noted that the steel is on order. Tom L noted, and the
membership agreed, that the roof looks great.
Dan noted that shooting under the roof is a little louder, but not significantly
louder. The sound will be somewhat reduced by the insulation.
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•

2020 FNRA Grants – Discussed above.

•

Sound Mitigation – Dave previously mentioned that this came up at the BoCC
presentation. Dave noted that what was done at the Basalt range was
discussed. He had pictures of the Basalt range and passed them around the
table to the membership. It was noted that this construction cost $200,000
and no one is sure if it has actually helped with sound mitigation.
Dave noted that if this construction which was applied to the Basalt range was
applied at our range, it would turn the firing line into a freezer because the
sun will never get under the roofs and if any snow or ice gets under the roofs
it will never melt. Additionally, it was noted that it may not help since most of
the sound reflects off of the hillside north of the range. The county would have
to pay for this construction from Summit County taxpayer receipts.
Dan mentioned that he and Aaron had discussed potentially using “concrete
blankets” to wall in the roof areas. These are two (2) pieces of fabric with
approximately 1” of bubble wrap between them to keep concrete warm during
the winter while it is curing. Dave said that we could try this to see if it would
help with the sound mitigation, but Dan stated that, as noted above, it would
turn the firing line into a freezer.
Dave noted that another potential solution would be to change the hours from
0800 to 1700; but it was noted that many range patrons use the range before
and after work. However, the most challenging difficulty with this solution
would be how to control the range hours since most days there is no RSO at
the range. A fence would have to installed surrounding the range and landfill
workers would have to open and close the gate(s) at the appropriate hour.
Dave stated that the most logical solution, which has been discussed in the
past, is to increase the size of the berm between the range and road. This
would require changing the location, or removing, the west gate. Excel would
also have to be consulted as any change of this type may impact their towers.
Dave also noted that since the article about sound mitigation came out the
Summit Daily has been running a poll whether the county should pay for
sound mitigation or not. As of that time more than 500 people responded and
75 % voted “no.”
Dan noted that during the BOCC meeting, the Commissioners implied that the
county would be willing to spend money to investigate the issue.
It was determined after quite a bit of discussion that the SRA would need to
continue to research this; however, it is primarily a county issue, since the
cost will be significantly outside the budget of the SRA, even though the SRA
will investigate further as needed.
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BoD Agenda – Items for Discussion/Action
•

New Basic Pistol Class (BPC) Slides – Dave stated that NRA has published a
new set of pistol slides for the BPC. He reviewed it and will include it on the
CD he will provide at the December 2019 meeting. Tom L noted that he will
confirm that the lesson plan still coincides with the slides.

•

Bill Bartels Ammo – Dan – Bill, who is one (1) of only two (2) FFLs in Summit
County, is leaving the county and is moving to Massachusetts. Dan stated
that he received a list of ammunition that Bill would like to sell.
Dan also mentioned that he is in the process of obtaining an FFL.

•

Holiday Dinner – Dave asked if we should have another holiday dinner this
year. The membership said “yes.” The membership then discussed who the
SRA should pay for. It was ultimately determined that any member who has
contributed 50 or more hours in 2019, cumulatively between RSO and nonRSO hours, will be covered by the SRA. All other members will be invited to
attend but will pay $20 for their dinner buffet which includes drinks.
Tom L will make the arrangements at the Elks Lodge for the holiday dinner.
Tom K will send out the emails to the membership.

•

Election for President/Rangemaster – Dave reviewed that during odd years,
the President and Rangemaster board positions are up for election.
Dave asked if there were any nominations for the position of Rangemaster.
Mike nominated Merle to continue in the position, and it was seconded by
Thomas. Dave asked if there were any other nominations. There were no
other nominations, and Merle was unanimously elected Rangemaster.
Dave then asked if there were any nominations for the position of President.
Brian nominated Tom K to the position, and it was seconded by Merle. Dave
asked if there were any other nominations. There were no other nominations,
and Tom K was unanimously elected President.
Thomas volunteered to take over the Secretary role for the remained of Tom
K’s term as Secretary. The membership unanimously agreed that Thomas
would do a great job as Secretary and thanked him for volunteering to take
the position.
Dave noted that he will contact Brad in early December, but after the next
Board meeting, to have Brad change the SRA emails so that they are
forwarded to Tom K and Thomas in their new positions.
It was also agreed that Tom L should receive the emails regarding classes
instead of the President. Additionally, it was agreed that Merle should also
receive these emails. Merle also agreed that he should be the focus for range
inquiries which currently are sent to the Secretary.
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Dave also offered to review the website, and request that Brad make those
updates and changes to the website.
BOD Agenda – Informational Items
•

None.

Additional Business
•

Tom L reiterated that everyone should keep and read the administrative
checklist on how to prepare for a firearms course as the lead instructor. Dan
suggested that we place this information on the range sale bulletin board.

•

Dan stated that Ken at the landfill contacted Everest about more backer
material, and they are trying to arrange for its delivery to the landfill or range.

•

Thomas state that he created a Facebook page called “Summit Shooters”
with the intent of increasing exposure to our patrons and enhancing
community involvement.

•

Tom L mentioned that we still have a lot of donated gun powder that we need
to disposition and solicited ideas to discuss in the future.

Public Comments
•

None.

New Action Items from this BoD Meeting
Action

Who

Status

Draft a co-signed letter (by Tom K and Aaron Byrne) to the
County Manager and Assistant County Manager to ask if the
SRA could expect a donation similar to those of the past
from the BoCC.

Tom K

New.

Confirm that the BPC lesson plan still coincides with the
new BPC slides from NRA.

Tom L

New.

Arrange for the holiday dinner at the Elks Lodge on 06 Dec
19.

Tom L

New.

Determine attendees list to be covered by the SRA.

Merle

New.

Send out emails for the holiday dinner at the Elks Lodge on
06 Dec 19.

Tom K

New.

Arrange with Brad Deats to have the
president@summitrange.org emails forwarded to Tom K
and secretary@summitrange.org forwarded to Thomas in
early December, but after the next Board meeting.

Dave

New.

Review the website, and request that Brad make those
updates and changes to the website.

Dave

New.
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Action Items from Prior Meetings
Action

Who

Status

Track RSO hours by individual volunteer for the November
meeting.

Merle

Done.

Send Merle Non-RSO volunteer hours Excel worksheet.

Tom K

Done.

Develop pre-firearms course administrative checklist to
prepare for a course.

Tom L /
Merle

Done.

Paint the saddles, and ideally the posts, on the new pistol
range roof posts prior to installation of the glu-lam beams.

Completed
by Dave
and Arnie

Done.

Send out BPC assignments for the 12 Oct 19 BPC.

Tom L

Done.

Contact Ken at the landfill to inquiry about backer material
at Peak.

Dan

Done.

Provide Scott with an estimate for concrete pads for the
FNRA grant application.

Dan

Done.

Write the 2020 FNRA grant for the concrete slabs.

Scott

Done.

Arrange for temporary labor to sort brass.

Tom L

Done.

Determine a workday to finish cutting backs from the
remaining rolls of backer material.

Merle

Done.

Generate CD with all information resources on it that Dave
has in his possession and provide an extra to Tom K for
Secretary records.

Dave

Expected at Dec 19 meeting.

Arrange for an AED to be available at the range.

Aaron

On order but may take
several months to receive.
Will remain in process until
received.

Upcoming 2019 Schedule of Events
•

Holiday Dinner, 06 December 2019, 1800 (6:00 pm)

Meeting Adjourned
Time: 2008 (1 hour, 41 minutes).
Next meeting: Wednesday, 04 December 2019, at 1830 at the Summit County
Senior Center, Frisco, CO.
Tom Kroenke
Secretary, Board of Directors
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